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ABSTRACT Images captured under varying light conditions have deficient contrast, low brightness, latent
colors, and high noise. Numerous methods have been developed for image enhancement. However, these
methods are only suitable for enhancing specific type of images (e.g., over-exposed or underexposed), and
also fail to restore artifact-free results for various other types of images. Therefore, to meet this goal, in this
paper, we present an automatic image enhancement method, which is capable of producing quality results
for all types of images captured under uneven exposure conditions (e.g., backlit, non-uniform, over-exposed,
one-sided illumination and night-time images). Firstly, images are categorized using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) to determine their class, and different values of weight coefficients are achieved for further
processing. Then, images are converted into photonegative form to obtain an initial transmission map
using a bright channel prior. Next, L1-norm regularization is adopted to refine scene transmission. Besides,
environmental light is estimated based on an effective filter. Finally, the image degradation model is applied
to achieve enhanced results. Furthermore, post-processing of the images is comprised of two steps, such
as denoising and details enhancement. The denoised model is only applied when the images are captured
in extreme low-light conditions. Whereas, a smooth layer is obtained using L1-norm regularization to
enhance details in partially over-and under-exposed images. Extensive experiments reveal the effectives of
the proposed approach as compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Exposure correction, low-light conditions, details enhancement, image degradation model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Images captured in inadequate illumination conditions or
the images obtained directly from the output of different
imaging sensors descends the overall visual quality of the
images. One of the common factors is the low-light imaging
conditions, which will hide the visual information and the
visual quality of these images is not always guaranteed. Fully
revealing the visual information under dark light imaging
conditions and improving the image quality of these images
have practical application significance in all aspects. For
humans, it is simple to process the images. However, image
features with which we are specifically interested cannot be
extracted by machines properly from dark images. Then, any
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kind of analysis or interpretation of images having dull colors
and poor visibility, degrade the performance of numerous
ultimate image processing tasks including object detection,
segmentation, forensics, and other imaging systems. In the
last decades, substantial improvements have been achieved
in digital cameras, including sensitivity and resolution, to get
images with perfect contrast. Even with these improvements,
one cannot capture a well-exposed image without having
perfect light conditions. Typically, consumer devices are not
specifically intended to be weather-proof. Hence, images
inevitably obtained under uneven illumination conditions can
generally be divided into different typical situations, as shown
in Figure. 1. Mainly, the problem that can be overlooked by
previous research is that it is not necessary to change the
overall image appearance pixel by pixel. It is valuable to
know which parts of the image need to be retained and which
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FIGURE 1. Examples of images captured under uneven illumination
conditions i.e., (a) backlit (b) non-uniform (c) one-sided illumination
(d) nighttime (e) normal contrast and (f) over-exposed.

parts need to be enhanced. This is ignored in most related
models, which tends to produce over-enhanced results. Even,
commercial software, i.e. Adobe Photoshop and Lightroom,
allow users to manually retouch photos, but it is still hard for
non-experts. Similarly, the use of ‘‘Auto Tone’’ in Lightroom
and ‘‘Auto Enhance’’ in iPhone allow users to enhance images
on a single click. But, for images having uneven illumination
may fail because of keeping an automatic balance of all
appearance factors such as contrast, brightness, saturation,
and so on. Consequently, to precisely address these issues,
the image enhancement methods widely required to work
well for all types of images. Therefore, image enhancement is
still a challenging task. Subsequently, it is highly subjective
and non-linear. Over the years, the research community have
invested a lot of efforts to address various problems of under-
exposed images. Early techniques have performed histogram
equalization [1], [2], or transformation functions [3]–[6].
These methods have achieved somehow good performance
however, infancy in improving the overall quality of the
images due to over-saturation in the uniform areas of the
images.
Likewise, many subsequent methods [7]–[10] based

on the famous Retinex theory (RT) [11] and defogged
model [12]–[14] are also developed to achieve high per-
formance. Mostly, it is utilized for nighttime images
and used constant parameters. Other researchers used
data-driven image adjustment by applying machine learning
algorithms [15]–[17] or deep convolutional neural
network [18]–[20]. However, these methods are still inade-
quate in their experimental outcomes, e.g., local overexpo-
sure, unclear details and color distortion. Moreover, these
methods are limited to enhance specific types of images
such as nighttime, backlit and non-uniform. Based on these
research patterns and challenges above mentioned, there is
still a need for a robust solution that can enhance different
types of poor-quality images at the same time. Therefore,
to meet this goal, in this paper, we present an automatic and
unique approach for enhancing images captured in a chang-
ing light environment. The proposed method is based onto

the idea that why the traditional approaches produce poor
visual quality results despite their ability to avoid perceptual
consistency and efficiency of enhancement for the specific
types of images. Extending our discussion about the previ-
ous enhancement techniques, although numerous algorithms
have performed well for particular lighting impairments,
but sometimes they required tedious or manual parameters
setting. For instance, the loss of important details in the
enhanced version of the image is unacceptable since theymay
not keep edges consistency.

For this reason, we came up with a novel idea of clas-
sifying all types of degraded images and also determine
their weight coefficient values for robust results. Similarly,
the transmission map and environment light estimation are
key factors for image degradation model (IDM). We esti-
mated both initial and refined transmission map, which plays
an important role to produce better-perceived quality in the
images. Furthermore, one of the important observations of
partially underexposed images is that they have uniform
brightness and contrast. Accordingly, in the post-processing
step, the estimated refined transmission map also utilized for
partially low-light images, which helps to generate cleaned
and detailed enhancement results. Furthermore, the maxi-
mum value of weight coefficient selected for enhancing the
more latent contents in extreme dark images e.g., low-light
or nighttime images. Therefore, more chances of color and
brightness distortion while increasing visibility. We solved
this issue for these images by utilizing the denoise model.
Hence, our approach provides a robust and unique solution
to enhance all types of images. To sum up, our approach has
solved the critical problems of image enhancement and much
efficient as compared to previous techniques. The traditional
models have been developed to solve particular problem
of low-light images as well as their models are application
depended. However, the authors’ model provides an ending
in the sense that its empirical findings help to bring closure
and illuminating the solution of major problems broadly and
reflectively.

In this work, a deep convolutional neural network (CNN)
is designed to classify images into different classes. The
input image and enhance degree are selected based on a
trained model. The main purpose of this classification task
to provide images for enhancement framework along with
specific enhance degree. Second, we estimated the initial
transmission map using an effective bright channel prior and
edge-preserving filter. Third, we refined the transmission
map based on L1-norm regularization. Fourth, we introduced
the idea to extract the detail layer by subtracting a piece-wise
smooth layer from the original image and produce detail
enhanced results from partially underexposed images. On the
other hand, the denoised model is only adopted for images
captured in a complex light environment. This arrangement
of our proposed method enhances all type of illumination
degraded images automatically.

The remaining sub-sections of this paper as follows.
Section II presents the relatedwork of state of the art low-light
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image enhancement methods. The proposed method is dis-
cussed in details in section III, while section IV contains the
experimental results and discussion. Finally, conclusion and
future work are presented in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Perfect light conditions are mandatory. Since, without hav-
ing ideal light conditions, images always obtain in poor
perceptual quality, which reduces the performance of vision
systems. During the last decade, prior researchers have
invested considerable efforts to enhance images captured
in changing and poor light environment. In this section,
we comprehensively review the existing approaches to image
enhancement, which are either suitable to enhance individual
or more types of poor-quality images. The histogram equal-
ization (HE) is the most widely adopted technique, which
improves image contrast by keeping the pixel intensities flat
for the whole image and improve the dynamic range. It has
been widely adopted in many applications to solve different
problems, including object recognition and detection [21].
Subsequently, different variations of HE is also used for
medical and natural images [1], [22]–[25]. However, these
methods yield unnatural results by keeping distance among
neighbouring pixels. Likely, another efficient way to improve
the contrast of an image is the mapping of pixel intensities
through sigmoid function. Most of existing methods typically
use local intensity mapping because global mapping may
produce distortion. Furthermore, Bennett and McMillan [4]
decomposed image into two main layers, i.e. base layer
and a detail layer, their method preserved the image details
by applying different mapping functions on these two lay-
ers. Yuan and Sun [6] proposed an exposure correction
method, which performed two operations on the input image,
i.e., region segmentation and high-level featuremeasurement.
The computed luminance-aware mapping for each region
produces good results. Zhang et al. [26] decomposed input
image into various tone-mapped versions and produced a
well-exposed image by applying progressive fusion. Subse-
quently, they adopted local sigmoid mappings and global
smooth transitions, which are difficult to enhance images
with irregular exposure.

Furthermore, researchers have solved the problem of irreg-
ular exposure and various problems related to image enhance-
ment using RT. According to RT, a low-light image is the
pixel-wise representation of reflectance and illumination.
Jobson et al. [27] made an early effort to this issue, but over-
all their model deficient to produce natural look in images.
Whereas, other subsequent RT based algorithms along with
slightly modifications notably improved the visibility of
low-illumination image [9], [28]–[32], [72]. However, these
methods may also effectuate visual factors such as color
distortion, loss of important details, especially the images
captured under non-uniform light conditions. Furthermore,
Dong et al. [12] introduced a dehazed model, which tack-
les the problem for images captured under non-uniform or
extreme light conditions. They inverted the input image,

which looks like hazy image and produced better results by
applying the dehazed model. Besides, Wu et al. [33] used
the dehazed model specifically for nighttime images. Their
obtained results look visually unpleasant, and they have not
tackled the noise in extreme dark images.

Moreover, Wang et al. [34] developed a light scattering
model to enhance low-light images. Their method esti-
mated atmospheric light from inverted images and mean-
standard-deviation that directly uses on different image
patches indicated by superpixels. The model was suitable for
images taken under uniform light conditions. However, it is
also not efficient to handle the noise in enhanced results.
Yu et al. [35] proposed a technique based on physical light-
ing. According to their model, RT based radiation reflec-
tion can be used for initial environmental light. Besides,
they estimated the environmental light along with details
loss constraint and attenuation rate of light-scattering via
iterative adjustment. The model was used to enhance both
bright and dark contents while preventing the effect of over-
enhancement. However, this model is not only appropriate
for non-uniform images but also yield pseudo color effect.
Extending the discussion, Fu et al. [36], used an effective
fusion-based approach to enhance the perceptual quality of
degraded images. The method also adopted HE, which futile
to extract features from very dark contents and produce vivid
colours. Ko et al. [37] developed a variational framework for
image enhancement, which minimizes smoothness constraint
and total variation that significantly reduces the noise while
boosting the brightness of dark regions. Additionally, it can
also preserve the edges well. However, the method required
high computational cost and limited to a specific type of
low-light images. Moreover, Yang et al. [70] proposed a two
step illumination estimation approach for low-light image
enhancement. In this method other popular algorithms like
Retinax, weighted variational and denoising models were
also used to achieve quality results from low-light images.
While we investigate the significance of traditional

approaches, researchers also widely used learning-based
techniques, which are quite useful for numerous applications.
Yan et al. [38] introduced an automatic way to adjust photos
using deep learning strategy. Their method extracted bundled
features along with pixel-wise descriptor based on nonlin-
ear mapping function. This approach is suitable for images
having normal or uniform contrast and also depend on both
object detection and scene parsingwhile collecting contextual
features. In the proposed work of Gharbi et al. [39] used
deep learning that can enhance images in a real-time manner.
On other hand, their architecture also explored other tasks
such as dehazing, colourization and matting. Lv et al. [40]
developed a multi-branch network to identify rich features.
They used the enhancement process via different levels of
network and the final enhanced results obtained using sub-
nets branch fusion. The model achieved quality results and
filtered noise while amplifying the brightness of backlit and
non-uniform images. Chen et al. [41] designed generative
adversarial networks (GANs), which learns the enhancement
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FIGURE 2. The overall flow of proposed model.

process from a given set of images. The model attained
well-enhanced results, specifically from images having uni-
form contrast. However, the approach may fail to reduce
noise from dark regions of the image. Additionally, unable to
handle halo artifacts while enhancing images having a high
dynamic range. Recently, Wenqi Ren et al. [42] addressed
the visibility of low-light images via a hybrid network. The
deep model adopted a content stream and edge stream to
enhance visibility and edge information, respectively. How-
ever, the model unable to maintain the colour constancy.
Due to the dull colours, the improved results look perceptu-
ally unnatural. Guo et al. [43] presented a pipeline network
based on discrete wavelet transform and multi-scale retinex.
The method performs well for both real-world and synthetic
images, but their overall model performance is not sufficient
for some particular type of images.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We developed a hybrid model based on image degradation
and deep learning models for enhancing all type of images
suffered from various illumination conditions. Figure 2
describes the workflow of our proposed algorithm. The three
components of ourmodel are: (1) pre-processing (2) enhance-
ment framework (3) post-processing. In the pre-processing
step, we achieved the image classification task and converted
images into photonegative form. Besides, we have assigned
several values of ω to various image classes. In the enhance-
ment framework, we developed the image degradationmodel.
In the post-processing step, we have achieved two impor-
tant tasks, i.e., image denoising and details enhancement.
The denoise algorithm has applied on backlit and nighttime
images when the value of enhance degree is ω = 0.80) and
ω = 0.82. However, the details enhancement has applied on
normal contrast, side-illumination, and non-uniform images

when the value of enhance degree is ω = 0.74), ω = 0.76)
and ω = 0.78.

A. DEEP LEARNING-BASED IMAGE CLASSIFICATION

Over the past few decades, due to the rapid use of deep learn-
ing technology, lots of advancements have been achieved
in image processing, particularly the adoption of CNN.
The highest accuracy for numerous tasks (e.g., classifica-
tion and recognition) have been yielded for many applica-
tions. The main reason behind these achievements is not
only massive datasets from learning-based methods but also
new techniques and speedy improvements in deep network
architectures. In this paper, we used an existing pre-trained
GoogLeNet network [44] which is trained to classify a
thousand different classes of images. The selection of this
pre-trained model has saved lots of computational cost and
reduces the efforts for unusual parameter settings. This can
be a lot easier than training a network from scratch. However,
we modified the network and trained it to classify five differ-
ent classes of low-light images. In this paper, the images col-
lected for training process divided into five folders and each
folder contained one hundred images. The training process
resumed by replacing the last couple of layers. Following are
the changes we made in the GoogLeNet model:

• The last FullyConnectedLayer got the number of classes
that used to recognize and it is replaced with another
new FullyConnectedLayer and set the output size to 5
because we have 5 classes.

• The ClassificationOutputLayer of the GoogleNet which
is trained on thousand different classes is replaced with
blank classification layer to learn the new classifications.

• The training parameters such as the initial learning rate
is set to 0.001, the learn rate drop factor is set to 0.3,
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FIGURE 3. The dynamic graph of training process for accuracy and loss.

FIGURE 4. Confusion matrix for training process.

TABLE 1. Comparison of our model based on precision, recall and
f-measure.

learn rate drop period is set to 3, epochs are set to 30,
maximum iterations are set o 360, and mini batch size is
set to 32. These parameters setting most suitable choice
for our experiments.

Furthermore, after several changes in to GooglNet, the mod-
ified pre-trained network drastically achieved the same
classification task for five different classes of images.
Besides, both accuracy and loss of the training pro-
cess can be seen in Figure 3. Moreover, Figure 4 and
Figure 5 depict the performance of the proposed method
based on confusion matrix. Furthermore, the classification
accuracy of the model is calculated on typically used accu-
racy measurement criterion, i.e., recall, precision, accuracy,
and f-measure as shown in Table 1. The mathematical
representation of the measurement criterion is given

FIGURE 5. Confusion matrix for testing process.

as follows:

precision =
Tp

TP+ FP
(1)

recall =
FP

FP+ TN
(2)

accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
(3)

f − measure = 2 ∗
precision ∗ recall

precision+ recall
(4)

where FP, TN , FN and TP refer to false positive, true
negative, false negative and true positive, respectively. The
assessment results can be seen in Table 1.

To sum up, in this paper, various degraded images are
classified to handle visual appearance via dehaze model.
We integrated classificationmodel in the pre-processing stage
because no universal model exist to measure the light inten-
sity or separate out degraded images on the basis of their
visual appearance. For this, we have tested our model by pro-
viding severalω values and observed the effect of these values
on different degraded images. Hence, we chosen different
ω values for each classified image classes and improved the
perceptual quality.

B. IMAGE DEGRADATION MODEL

The well-known IDM is widely implemented for remov-
ing haze from images. To the best of author’s knowledge,
the IDM has been implemented only for nighttime images
as well as with constant ω values. For example, in [14],
presented model is IDM, which is suitable for enhancing
nighttime images and they have used constant parameter,
i.e., ω = 0.65. In fact, this paper discusses IDM from
a number of viewpoints. Inspired by the model presented
in [45], it can also be used for images which are degraded due
to low-light conditions. Mathematically it can be expressed
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FIGURE 6. The main idea of IDM, the red solid arrows show global
atmospheric light, green dotted arrows direct attenuation, red dotted
arrows airlight. The light received by the camera from the scenes is
attenuated along with sight and the incoming light is mixed with airlight.
Thus, the perceptual quality of images is degraded.The amount of
degradation based on the distances between the camera and the target
scene points.

as follows:

Img(x) = t(x)J (x) + (1 − t(x))Ac/ω (5)

As can be seen in (5), the model consists of three important
components such as global airlight A, which is caused due
to scattering of illumination in the atmosphere. The illumi-
nation may have multiple sources including diffuse skylight,
direct sunlight and reflected light. J (x) represents a sur-
face radiance, while t(x) is the transmission map. As shown
in Figure 6, the surface radiance and airlight is the mixture of
degraded pixels. Even though the IDM is same as the defog
model adopted for detaching haze from images such as [46],
this dehazed model could not be used directly for low-light
image enhancement. Moreover, the dark channel prior (DCP)
in defog model is suitable for haze-free images, but the
pixel intensities are very low in low-light images. Hence,
DCP model cannot be used to improve low-light images.

C. BRIGHT CHANNEL PRIOR (BCP)

Instead of DCP, we estimated ti(x) based on BCP and further
refined it for enhancing low-illumination images. According
to BCP, the most patches of inverted image (I = 225− I ) has
normalized in the range i.e., [0, 1]. Moreover, by applying
BCP the shadow contents of image become brighter due to
inverted effect. Specifically, there should be larger value for
maximum intensity in inverted image patch. The BCP can be
defined as follows:

Jbc(x) = max
y∈�(x)

(

max(J c(y)
c∈{r,g,b}

)

(6)

where Jbc(x) is the observed bright prior, �(x) is local patch
and J c denotes all three channels of image. The inverted
low-light image pixel values in the range of [01], thus it can
be expressed as:

max
y∈�(x)

(

max(J c(y)
c∈{r,g,b}

)

→ 1, min
y∈�(x)

(

min(1 − J c(y)
c∈{r,g,b}

)

→ 0

(7)

According to IDM i.e., given formula (5), both transmission
map t(x) and airlight Ac are needed for recovering J (x). Thus,

the min operation is taken on local patch of inverted image
can be seen in (8), we have:

max
y∈�(x)

( max
c∈{r,g,b}

I c(y))

= ti(x) max
y∈�(x)

( max
c∈{r,g,b}

(J c(y)) + (1 − ti(x))A
c (8)

where ti(x) is the initial transmission map (ITM), Ac denotes
values of airlight for color channels and J c is the intensity for
all image channels. Since, using formula (7), the ITM can be
estimated as follows:

ti(x) =

( max
y∈�(x)

( max
c∈{r,g,b}

I c(y)) − Ac

1 − Ac
(9)

The Eq(9) can also be written as follows:

ti(x) = 1 − ω ∗

1 − ( max
y∈�(x)

( max
c∈{r,g,b}

(I c(y))

1 − Ac
(10)

where �(x) is local patch centered at pixel x and ω denotes
weight coefficient. In order to control the enhancement pro-
cess different values of ω are selected for each class of
images. Without applying filter, we get the transmission map
same as DCP, which is utilized for dehazing process. Our task
is to enhance low-illumination images. Hence, we applied the
edge-aware filter [47] on BCP to slightly preserve the edges,
in this way we get clean ITM different from DCP map as
shown in Figure 8.

D. CONTEXTUAL REGULARIZATION (CR)

Typically, the pixels located in a local patch share same depth
value. Therefore, according to this assumption, a patch-wise
ITM is derived. However, this assumption may produce halo
artifacts due to abrupt changes on the image edges. This issue
is addressed using weighting function (WF) i.e.,

WF(x, y) (
c∈{r,g,b}

tc(y) − tc(x)) ≈ 0 (11)

where x and y both are neighboring pixels. WhenWF(x, y) is
equal to zero, then t(x) will be cancelled. To choose an opti-
malWF(x, y), this WF plays an important role. Furthermore,
variation in depth values generally occur on edges. We can
calculate the change in local color pixels and luminance based
on two weighting functions as follows:

WF(x, y) = e
−

∥

∥

∥
(
c∈{r,g,b}

Img
c(x)−Imgc(y))

∥

∥

∥

2
/2σ 2

(12)

WF(x, y) = (|log(x) − log(y)|α + ε)−1 (13)

where in (11), Img(x)− Img(y) is the difference between color
vectors, σ is prescribed parameter, while in (13), is log-based
luminance of Img(x), α > 0 controls the brightness between
all pixels, and ǫ value is set to 0.0001 for avoiding division by
zero. Moreover, we used L1-norm with weighted constraints
by taking integral of entire image domain can be expressed
as:

∫

x∈�

∫

y∈wx

WF(x, y) |t(x) − t(y)| dxdy (14)
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FIGURE 7. Filters bank used in this research based on Laplacian and
Kirsch operators.

where � denotes image domain and instead of L2-norm,
we adopted L1-norm because it is more robust and appropri-
ate to outliers. Generally, the outliers occur when inaccurate
contextual constraints are produced. For example, similar
color adjacent pixels have disparate depth values will provide
fallacious constraint as in (11).
To make easy the computation process, we further convert

formula (13) in discrete form as follows:
∑

i∈I

∑

j∈wi

wij
∣

∣ti − tj
∣

∣ (15)

where I and wi indicate index set of the images pixels and
wij signify the discrete form ofWF(x, y). The formula in (15)
can be rewritten by changing order of summation and further
adding the differential operators we get that, i.e.,

∑

j∈ω

∥

∥WFj ◦ (Dfj ⊗ t)
∥

∥

1 (16)

where ω represents index set, ⊗ is convolution operator,
◦ is operator for element-wise multiplication, and Dfj is the
differentiation operator. It is also useful for using differential
operators in (19). Figure 7, depicts filter bank used in our
study.UY7 To utilize those filters formulae (12), (13) are
used. In addition to this, the refined transmission map t(x)
is obtained by minimizing the subsequent objective function
explained as follows:

λ

2
‖t − ti‖

2
2 +

∑

j∈ω

∥

∥WFj ◦ (Dfj ⊗ t)
∥

∥

1 (17)

The first part of equation (17) shows data fidelity term
of t(x), to derived ti(x), whereas the second term repre-
sents contextual constraints. The regularization parameter λ

is used to keep balance between two terms. Furthermore,
equation (17) is optimized using variable splitting and con-
struct sub-problems. Specifically, the auxiliary variables are
introduced, which is represented by auj, newly obtained equa-
tion (18) is shown below is another form of the cost function.

λ

2
‖t−ti‖

2
2+
∑

j∈ω

∥

∥WFj ◦ auj
∥

∥

1+
β

2





∑

j∈ω

∥

∥auj−Dfj ⊗ t
∥

∥

2
2





(18)

where β indicates a weight and as β → ∞ the equation (18)
solution will converge to equation (17). The minimization
process of equation (18) for specified β value can be com-
pleted with other optimization in regard to auj, and t . Firstly,
solve each optimal value of auj by fixing t , then compute
an optimal t by fixing auj. This process will continue until
convergence is achieved. Furthermore, the closed-form solu-
tions of sub-problems for this process can be unraveled effi-
ciently. The first optimization process for keeping t fixed in
equation (18), can be solved for auj as follows:

∥

∥Wj ◦ auj
∥

∥

1 +
β

2

∥

∥auj − Dfj ⊗ t
∥

∥

2
2 (19)

The above equation solving a set of independent one-dimensional
problems of the given forms i.e.,

min
x

|w · x| +
β

2
(x − a)2 (20)

where β, w and α are available then this problem can be
calculated as:

x∗ = max(|a| −
w

β
, 0) · Sin(a) (21)

where Sin represents sign function. Furthermore, the second
optimization process is solved using equation (18) for optimal
value t by keeping fixed auj as given below.

λ

2
‖t − ti‖

2
2 +

β

2





∑

j∈ω

∥

∥auj − Dfj ⊗ t
∥

∥

2
2



 (22)

Thus equation (22) is quadratic and satisfies for optimal value
of t as follows:

λ

β
(t − ti) +

∑

j∈ω

DTj ⊗ (Dj ⊗ t − uj) = 0 (23)

whereDTj indicates the filter.Wefinally calculated the refined
transmission map tr by applying a two-dimensional fast
Fourier transform on equation (23) as given below:

tr = F−1







λ
β
F(ti) +

∑

j∈ω

F(Dj) ◦ F(uj)

λ
β

+
∑

j∈ω

F(Dj) ◦ F(Dj)






(24)

where F−1 is the inverse Fourier transform of F(·) and
(·) indicates complex conjugate. During the process of
refined transmission map estimation, the β value iteratively
increases from initial value i.e., β0 = 1 to maximum value,
i.e., βmax = 26 along with scaling factor (2.82), which
alternatively compute the sub-problems mentioned in equa-
tion (19) and (20). Figure 8 describes the process of refined
transmission map estimation.

E. ENVIRONMENTAL LIGHT ESTIMATION

The process of light estimation for images taken under
uneven light conditions must be adjusted for different areas.
In dehaze process, atmosphere illumination is global constant
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FIGURE 8. An illustration of refined transmission map estimation. This
process rapidly converges after four iterations. The parameters used in
this process are, input image, initial transmission ti , λ = 1.0 and α = 0.7.

and it is typically measured with the brightest pixels. How-
ever, it does not appropriate in dim light conditions such as
dark light is not as similar as daytime light and it is not as
intense as sunlight. Besides, there may be many sources of
illumination in the low-light conditions, i.e., moon light and
artificial light. According to [45], after applying normaliza-
tion and filtering, we obtain the environmental light Ac. Fur-
thermore, We use Ac to define and estimate the atmosphere
light using an area adaptive technique. The simple but yet
effective adaptive method utilized to calculate the airlight.
The Ac can boost the image adaptively but it is little bit weak.
Hence, we modify Ac as:

Ac
′

= Ac/2 (25)

In Eq (25), Ac
′
is closer to zero than Ac, which implies that the

estimated environment light is closest to 0 in our model. The
darker area is further improved. Moreover, we used a 7 × 7
filter as shown in Figure 10.
Compared to median filtering and average filtering, our

filter performs well in the texture areas.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section contains extensive experiments to validate the
performance of our proposed model by comparing it along
with various contemporary algorithms. All experiments in
this research were implemented in MATLAB 2019a and PC
with the specifications of Windows 10, 3.5-GHz CPU, and
8 GB of RAM.

A. DATASETS AND QUALITY ASSESSMENT

1) BENCHMARK DATASETS

The images used for classification task or evaluation process
of image enhancement based on several benchmark datasets.
We made clear that the images in these datasets taken under
various lighting conditions. The random selection of these
images from the datasets, i.e., LIME [10], NPE [7], MF [36],
MEF [48], VV1 and FiveK [15].

2) EVALUATION METRICS

The quantitative performance of proposed model is evaluated
on four commonly used metrics such as discrete entropy
(DE) [49], natural image quality evaluator (NIQE) [50],
visual information fidelity (VIF) [51] and visibility level
descriptor (VLD) [52]. Mostly publically available bench-
mark datasets for image enhancement task do not supply
ground-truth results. Hence, the assessment algorithms quan-
tify the performance either in non or full-reference manner.
The non-reference algorithm only needs enhanced image as
an input to predict the final score, while the full-reference
algorithm required both original input image and enhanced
image. Typically, the high score from DE, VIF and VLD
algorithms show that the overall visibility of low-illumination
images is well improved. On other hand, low scores of NIQE
denote the high degree of naturalness.

1https://sites.google.com/site/vonikakis/datasets

FIGURE 9. Visual results obtained from normal contrast images by proposed and compared approaches.
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TABLE 2. The predicated scores between our model and other traditional algorithms.

FIGURE 10. A representation of filter used for light estimation.

B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on these literature insights, the algorithms have
been developed for improving the visual quality of
low-illumination images is limited to a specific type of
images. In this paper, a novel research study has been
carried out that unveils a new model for adjusting uneven
illumination images. Moreover, to check the efficiency of the
proposed method number of experiments have been carried
out. Both manual and automatic methods are implemented
to validate the performance of the proposed model. Since
every user enhances the images based on personal prefer-
ences. Therefore, to achieve more diversity in the perspective
of results, we have provided user interaction. Moreover,
the experimental results are obtained from different image
classes in a one-on-one fashion.
Firstly, the images randomly taken from five datasets and

divided into five folders. Each folder contains 100 images and
represents different image classes such as backlit, nighttime
and so on. Based on manual procedure, the users can interact
and choose different values of details amplification (DA), i.e.
0 < DA < 1 and weight coefficient ω, i.e., 0 < ω < 1
for image classes. However, we manually initialized several
ω values for each image class i.e., for slightly contrast
degraded images ω = 0.74, non-uniform ω = 0.76,
one-sided illumination ω = 0.78, backlit ω = 0.80, and

TABLE 3. Average scores of quantitative metrics estimated for enhancing
slightly contrast degraded images.

nighttime ω = 0.82. Furthermore, the post-processing step is
utilized for all type of images as shown in Figure 2. Besides,
the details enhancement process is performed when a partic-
ular image class is equal to values. However, the denoising
model is applied on backlit and extreme low-light images.
The quantitative results of our model and comparison along
with traditional approaches can be seen in Table 2. The
WVM [8], LIME [10], DPE [41] and JIEP [9] achieved better
visual results for low-light images, while NPE [78] is suit-
able for non-uniform images. However, these methods unable
to reveal dark contents from backlit and extreme low-light
images. According to the specified parameters and predicated
results made sure that our model achieved better performance
in terms of DE and NIQE.

Extending the validation process, since amplifying specific
amount of contrast or brightness is required while enhanc-
ing uneven illumination degraded images. Therefore, various
ω values are chosen to control the enhancement process
and reveal more hidden contents. To automate the enhance-
ment process, classification task of several image classes is
achieved based on deep learning. The input images belong
to which category is identified based on the classified model
and different weight coefficient ω values are assigned to
each image classes. We obtained the enhanced results of
each image class and compared with other techniques. Firstly,
we show experimental results that is produced from slightly
contrast degraded images. The visual and quantitative com-
parison can be seen in Figure 9 and Table 3, respectively. It is
revealed from visual results that classical methods enhance
the dark contents but still their results have hazy effect.
Moreover, the results produced by ALSM [34] suffer from
the over-saturation artifacts. However, BCCIE [25], NPE [7]
and RPCE [31] enhanced more hidden contents as compared
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FIGURE 11. Visual results obtained from non-uniform images by proposed and compared approaches.

FIGURE 12. Visual results obtained from one-sided illumination images by proposed and compared approaches.

to JIEP [9], PIE [30] and AHE [24]. However, in comparison
to other competing methods, the authors’ model extract more
details, enhance color, and eliminate hazy effect.It can be
clearly observed from Figure 9, our model enhances all the
appearance factors very well such as trees color, building
texture, sky color, and visible the clouds.
Secondly, we tested the performance of the proposed

model by providing non-uniform images. The images capture
under non-uniform light conditions have a different visual
appearance. The light intensities are not uniform in such types
of images. The visual results in Figure 11 and quantitative
accuracies in Table 4 show that the proposed method out-
performed other algorithms in terms of perceptual quality
and quantitative analysis. As shown in Figure 11, NPE [7],
PIE [30], MCRN [53] and LSYIE [54] preserved the nat-
uralness and enhanced more contents in images as com-
pared to CVC [22], FCCE [55], and VFM [56]. Moreover,
it can be clearly observed that the proposed model not only

TABLE 4. Average scores of quantitative metrics estimated for enhancing
non-uniform images.

preserved the naturalness and eliminate the hazy effect, but
also obtained well-saturated results.

Thirdly, the experimental results obtained using images,
where a one-half portion of the entire image is dark or bright,
we called them one-sided illumination degraded images.
Figure 12 shows the qualitative performance, and Table 5
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FIGURE 13. Visual results obtained from backlit images by proposed and compared approaches.

TABLE 5. Average scores of quantitative metrics estimated for enhancing
one-sided illumination.

presents the quantitative scores of our model and its com-
parison with other state-of-the-art approaches. Furthermore,
it has become apparent from the Figure 12, the methods such
as LIIE [35], NIE [57], APNN [43], RIES [32] and FBE [36]
enhanced more contents as compared to HMCE [58] and
ICCE [59]. However, they not only unable to achieve the
naturalness, but their improved results look hazy and lack of
saturation color. Besides, it is self-evident from the Figure 12,
the proposed model produces natural feel in images and elim-
inates the slightly available hazy effect from images. Never-
theless, overall results confirm that the proposed algorithm
outperforms other well-know techniques in terms of various
appearance factors.
Fourthly, the visual appearance of backlit images looks

different from other classes of images. The images taken
under illumination, where the front objects look very dark
but behind the objects the background of entire image with
regular contrast. To amplify the contrast or brightness, both
enhancement and denoising are used to achieve better visual
quality. Besides, both visual and quantitative results can be
seen in Figure 13 and Table 6, respectively. It is cleared
from Figure 13, our model efficiently handled the visual
factors such as contrast, brightness, color and detached the
slightly available hazy effect in images. However, it is cleared

TABLE 6. Average scores of quantitative metrics estimated for enhancing
backlit image.

TABLE 7. Average scores of quantitative metrics estimated for nighttime
image.

in Table 6, the average accuracies of HQEC [60] is better in
terms of VIF, VLD and DE. Besides, GHD [61] also achieved
a high score in terms of VIF. Due to the misclassification of
backlit images, except for NIQE, the proposed model yields
second-ranked accuracies in term of DE, VLD and VIF.

Finally, to preserve bright regions and reveal more hidden
contents in dark images, the proposed model enhanced dark
images and also suppress noise that is occurred by amplify-
ing brightness of entire image. Both visual and quantitative
results can be seen in Figure 14 and Table 7.

The proposed model is also very helpful for correct-
ing overexposed images. The non-linear mapping [69]
i.e.,Oe(x, y) = En(x, y)/(1+(1−1/max(En(x, y))∗En(x, y))
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FIGURE 14. Visual results obtained from nighttime images by proposed and compared approaches.

FIGURE 15. Our model corrected the high intensities regions (a) input
image (b) output achieved from post-processing step (c) output from
non-linear mapping (d) combined result of (a) and (b).

is adopted to overcome this issue. Where On is the output of
corrected overexposed image and En is the enhanced image,
which is obtained from the post-processing step. Then, cor-
rected overexposed results achieved by combiningOn and En.
The Figure 15. summaries that the combined output not only
compress high intensities, but also obtained well-saturated
results. To sum up, our model outperformed the existing tech-
niques in terms of overall quantitative accuracy and perceived
quality in the images. This verified that our model produced
well-enhanced images with adequate contrast, proper colors
and natural brightness. Furthermore, no obvious flaws were
noticed on overall results. Besides, our model has limitations.

FIGURE 16. Failure case of handling black regions. (a) input image
(b) JIEP [9] (c) DPE [41], and (d) Ours.

Figure 16 describes that our algorithm and compared
approaches are failed to produce desired results from very
dark regions. It is hard to distill features of objects having
extreme dark regions.

C. USER STUDY

The model presented in this paper performs two different
operations to enhance images, i.e., automatic and manual.
We have mentioned that automated task is performed along
with a classified model. The results automatically generated
by the model is hard to measure via quantitative assessment
algorithms. Therefore, we performed a user study to validate
the efficiency of our model by involving human expertise.
For this, we generated results from proposed and several
other algorithms. Specifically, to avoid subjective favoritism,
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FIGURE 17. A user study on generated results from two well-known datasets, i.e., (a) FiveK, and (b) LIME.

the enhanced results are grouped into several folders in ran-
dom order. Total seven photographer and photo retouching
experts are assigned to rate the results according to the
specified requirements, i.e., (1) natural and realistic color,
(2) apparent contrast and distinct details, (3) no overexpo-
sure and loss of details, (4) no color distortion. The rating
score in the range from 1 to 7. The lower scores show that
enhanced results have not achieved good quality while the
higher scores show the best quality. After subjective analysis,
all the rantings are collected and average them to get the
final ranting statistics. Figure 17 demonstrates the average
ratings calculated from proposed and several other mod-
els. According to the expert analysis, the generated results
of our model are well enhanced. The results generated by
MBLLEN [40], is a learning-based model, which is quite
closer to our model performance. Their model is specifically
more suitable for low-light or non-uniform images. However,
the model unable to achieved good results for other types
of images such as backlit and side illumination. Further-
more, the results of NPE [7] also achieved higher ratings.
As the model is designed explicitly for non-uniform degraded
images, therefore, this model attained lower ratings for other
types of images.

D. ADDITIONAL RESULTS

The visual appearance of an image is totally different without
having perfect lighting conditions. Therefore, it is very diffi-
cult to enhance the contents of various weakly illumination
degraded images. However, our model provides robust solu-
tion. We randomly selected different images and observed
the performance of the proposed model. The visual results
are given in Figure 18. It shows, our model has revealed
not only dark contents of heavily under-exposed images
but also achieved visual pleasing results for other low-light
images. In Figure 18, the first and third row from left to
right, the images are captured in extreme light conditions.
However, the images are different in visual appearance. Our
model enhances the dark contents and preserve the structure
of the images. The images having non-uniform illumina-
tion are presented in second and fourth row. The structure

FIGURE 18. Visual results of heavily underexposed images.

FIGURE 19. The visual results of images with fine structure, the proposed
model enhance and preserve the structure of the images.

and color of these images are well-preserved by our model.
Furthermore, we also tested various images having fine struc-
ture (see Figure 19). The texture is preserved well by the
L1-regularization used in this paper. Thus, our approach
still yields reasonably successful results under the low light
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conditions, where at the outset visible scene information was
affected by insufficient lighting. To sum up, our model is
distinct and diverse as compared to the previous approaches
in a variety of perspectives. However, the traditional models
have solved specific problems in image enhancement, such as
highlighting and visible dim contents in limited illumination
degraded images. Unlike previous approaches, we debunk
the cause of why they appear to yield visually undesirable
outcomes. Hence, suggested a paradigm to elucidate how
to preserve perceptual consistency in particular. Therefore,
we develop a dehaze model to enhance underexposed images
while eliminating typical visual artifacts. Besides, in the
author’s view, we have offered a reliable solution for a wide
variety of image enhancement applications. To ensure the
effectiveness of our model, we have performed extensive
experiments upon numerous datasets with the implementa-
tion of the most advanced methodologies to verify the supe-
riority of our model.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The research findings of traditional approaches and their
comparison, which is highlighted in this paper. It has been
noticed that the existing algorithms either enhance the spe-
cific types of images or provide fewer analytical results.
However, we introduced image enhancement model that effi-
ciently enhance uneven illumination degraded images. The
working mechanism of the proposed model is divided into
three parts i.e., pre-processing, enhancement framework and
post-processing. (Step 1): Image classification is performed
in the first step, which effectively categorized the images
into different classes. (Step 2): Similarly, the enhancement
process based on IDM took place in the second part. The
inverted input image along with enhance degree coefficient
is provided to enhancement framework. Firstly, it estimated
the initial transmission map based on the BCP and airlight
along with an effective filter. Secondly, L1-norm based regu-
larization is implemented to estimate the refined transmission
map. Thirdly, the IDM is applied, and images are converted
back to photonegative form as the enhanced results. (Step 3):
Furthermore, the third step took place, which either performs
denoising process or details enhancement. We applied the
denoise model on images captured in extreme light condi-
tions and utilized L1-norm regularization to extract more
details from partly degraded images. Besides, we validated
the performance of our model on six datasets. Images are
randomly selected and divided into five different classes.
Then, the image categorization task is achieved based on
a pre-trained network, i.e., GoogleNet. The performance of
image classification is evaluated in terms of well-known
quality assessment criterions such as accuracy, precision,
recall, and f-measure. The proposed model is also compared
with various state-of-the-art approaches based onwell-known
quality assessment metrics such as DE, VLD, VIF, and NIQE.
The experimental results show that the proposed method is
superior in enhancing visual quality under uneven lighting

environments. However, the empirical contributions of this
research are as follows:

• It can be preferred as a better user interactive tool for
photo editing applications.

• It can be helpful for the photographer to substitute a
built-in component for low-light imaging devices.

• It can also be replaced as a smart intelligent component
for vision systems.

Besides, in the future, this research could be further
extended for adopting methods in photographic semantic
analysis and image synthesis. This concept can also be
extended to properly handle extremely dark regions and
eliminate noise. Furthermore, we will also tackle imaging
problems that may encounter due to several common weather
conditions such as rain, fog, snow, and thunder. How to meet
the applicability of the actual system and how to adaptively
select parameters for targeted solution of different weather
conditions.
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